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It was indeed a pleasure having with us Co!. Sudhir Sinha on our campus to give us an
insight into the intricacies of teaching-learning process.
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Co!. Sinha adopted a very lucid style taking examples from day to day happenings of our
lives. He enlightened us into what teaching is all about, that is the aim and how to achieve
that aim.

The whole exercise started by taking a feed back from the students on the teachers who
teach them. The feed back form had been prepared by Co!. S~rlha himself and it
encompassed almost all aspects, a teacher and the teaching methods. .
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Then started the workshop for the teachers from classes VI to XII on improving the
methods of teaching. It was then that we realise'd that even though we are aware of most of
the things that he talked about but somewhere down the line we forgot all about applying
it. He stressed on knowing each an every child of one's class and then catering to the
child's needs. He inspired us to be more compassionate and become facilitators rather than
teac'hers,

, Col.Sinha also emphasized upon the fact that instead of stressing upon marks of students
we must grade them and write small comments on each child telling him on his strengths
and weaknesses, Finishing the syllabus must never be our aim, rather making each an~
every child understand what has been taught is more important.
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. His pragmatic approach and tested and tried methods were indeed useful. Moreover his
workshop forced us as teachers to look deep within ourselves and realize whether we are
doing justice with this noble profession or not?


